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Abstract
In this article, we propose a fast and precise method of calcu-

lating a theoretically maximum metamer mismatch volume. Un-
like earlier proposed techniques, our method does not use any
assumptions on the shape of spectra on the boundary of the mis-
match volume. The method utilises a spherical sampling ap-
proach and a linear programming optimisation. Experiments de-
scribed in this paper show that under certain conditions the the-
oretically maximum metamer mismatch volume is significantly
larger than the one approximated using previous method that
makes assumptions about the shape of the spectra.

Introduction
Metamer mismatiching refers to the phenomenon whereby

two objects modelled by their surface reflectance spectra appear
to an observer the same colour under one light and different under
another light [1]. Analogously, when there are two observers, two
objects may appear the same colour to one and different colours
to another. This raises the question about the extent of this phe-
nomenom i.e. given the observed colour match under the first
condition, what is the range of possible colours that the two ob-
jects may take under the second condition. The set of all such
colours is called the metamer mismatch volume.

Metamer mismatch volumes are relevant from the point of
view camera sensor design. We do not wish to manufacture colour
sensors producing large mismatch volumes for the change of ob-
server from camera to a human. Yet, in practice modern cameras
do not meet this requirment and hence some level of metamer mis-
matching is unavoidable. Consequently, understanding metamer
mismatching becomes important from the point of view of devel-
oping colour correction algorithms. Another important applica-
tion where metamerism plays a significant role is lighting design.
Of course, understanding mismatch volumes also teaches us about
our own vision (it is an interesting question in its own right).

The attempts to estimate the size of metamer mismatch vol-
umes were initially underpinned by the assumption that all ob-
ject spectra can be modelled by a low dimensional linear model
[2, 3, 4]. More recently, Logvinenko et al. in [5] proposed to
calculate the full extent of the metamer mismatch volume. The
approach they have chosen for describing these objects was to
calculate their precise boundaries. The rationale for this approach
stems from the observation that there is no metamerism at the
boundaries of these volumes i.e. a colour response at the bound-
ary of the mismatch volume maps a unique spectral reflectance
function. Then, a question may be posed: what is the general
form of the shape of these boundary reflectance spectra? Logvi-
nenko et al. noted that these are elementary step functions of ze-
ros and ones with some limited number of transitions between
these two values. They then parametrised these functions with
respect to the wavelengths where the transitions between 0 and

1 occur and conjectured that the boundary reflectance function
model with no more than five transitions should provide a good
approximation of the theoretically maximum volumes. However,
as we will later show in our experiments, their chosen parametri-
sation results in significant underestimation of the theoretically
maximum volumes of the mismatch objects.

The rest of the paper is organised as follow. First, we intro-
duce the relevant theory of mismatch volumes and notation and
briefly describe the Logvinenko et al.’s algorithm [5]. Then, we
describe our approach. Finally, we describe experiments evaluat-
ing the effectiveness of our algorithm and compare it to the prior
art.

Metamer Mismatch Volumes Theory
The theory of metamer mismatching has been described by

Logvinenko et al. in [5]. Below, we recapitulate their major
points. We adopt their mathematical notation.

The colour responses of the set of N sensors Φ(r) =
(φ1(r),φ2(r), ...,φN(r)) to an object with a spectral reflectance
function r(λ ) illuminated by the light with the spectral power dis-
tribution e(λ ) are given by the following equation, which is often
referred to as the colour formation equation:

φi(r) =
∫

λmax

λmin

r(λ )e(λ )ci(λ )dλ , i = 1,2, ..,N. (1)

where λmin and λmax denote the limits of the visible spectrum
and ci are the sensor spectral sensitivities. A reflectance spectrum
r(λ ) is a function with values between zero and one.

In case of human vision, N would be 3 and the the sensor sen-
sitivities ci(λ ) could be e.g cone fundamentals or colour matching
functions [1]. Attempting to emulate the colorimetry of the tris-
timulus human visual system, most modern digital cameras would
also employ three spectral sensitivity functions.

The two objects with reflectance functions r(λ ) and r′(λ )
are called metameric if they produce the same colour signals
Φ(r) = Φ(r′). It is clear from Eq. 1 that two objects may cease to
be metameric if either illuminaton or the sensor spectral sensitivi-
ties change resulting in illumination-induced or observer-induced
metamer mismatching respectively. More precisely, Eq. 1 tells us
that metamer mismatching is affected by the product of the illu-
minant spectrum and the sensor sensitivities, which we will refer
to as the colour sytem spectra i.e. s(λ ) = c(λ )e(λ ). The above
can be substituted into Eq. 1 resulting in:

Φ(r) =
∫

λmax

λmin

r(λ )s(λ )dλ . (2)

We will consider another set of colour responses Ψ =
(ψ1, ..,ψn) corresponding to the colour system spectra s′(λ ) =
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(s′1(λ ), ...,s
′
n(λ )). The new colour system might have resulted

from the alteration of the illuminant spectrum, sensor sensitivities
or in general both. Logvinenko et al. [5] point out that both Φ and
Ψ can be considered as linear maps: X →RN , where X denotes
the set of all reflectance functions. The sets of all possible colour
system responses of both Φ and Ψ form convex sets in RN , which
are called object colour solids (OCS).

The metamer set with respect to the colour system Φ can
be defined as the set of all reflectances metameric to a given
reflectance r0 i.e. Φ−1(Φ(r0)) = {r ∈ X |Φ(r) = Φ(r0)}. In
general, the above metamer set will be mapped by Ψ to a non-
singleton set which is referred to as the metamer mismatch vol-
ume.

Logvinenko et al. [5] introduced an additional linear map
Γ : X → R2N such that Γ(r) = (z,z′), where z = Φ(r) and
z′ = Ψ(r). Consequently, Γ(X ) is the object colour solid in R2N .
The authors observed that for the colour response Φ(r0) = z0, the
metamer mismatch volume M (z0,Φ,Ψ) = Ψ(Φ−1(z0) = {z′ ∈
RN : (z0,z′) ∈ Γ(X )} is a cross-section of Γ(X ).

The OCS can be described by its boundary. The attractive-
ness of such a description stems from the fact that unlike the
points in the interior of the OCS that represent different metameric
classes where each class can be mapped to a metamer set compris-
ing infinitely many spectra, each point on the OCS boundary has
only one corresponding reflectance spectrum. These ‘boundary’
spectra are called optimal and have the property of being elemen-
tary step functions of zeros and ones.

It was proposed by Shrödinger that the elementary step func-
tions on the surface of the OCS created from the human sensors
do not have more than two transitions ( we call these - m< 3 spec-
tra) [6]. This was later shown to be incorrect [7, 8]. This said, the
approximation of the human vision OCS with the (m < 3) spectra
has been found to be relatively accurate [8].

The mathematical description of the optimal spectra on the
boundary of the OCS has been given in [8]. The authors pro-
posed that for the set of N colour systems the spectra located
on the boundary of the object colour solid (optimal spectra) are
the elementary step functions with the transition wavelengths at
λ1, ...,λm if and only if the above set of transition wavelengths
are the only zero-crossings of the following equation:

k1s1(λ )+ k2s2(λ )+ ...+ kNsN(λ ) = 0, (3)

where k1,k2, ...,kN are the set of arbitrary real numbers,
where at least one of them is not equal to zero.

Logvinenko et al. [5] also proposed to describe the metamer
mismatch volume denoted as M (z0,Φ,Ψ) with its boundary ∂M
and called the ‘boundary’ spectra µ−optimal. They admit that the
optimal spectra on the boundary of Γ and the µ-optimal spectra
on the boundary of M can have an arbitrary number of transitions
as determined by Eq. 3. This said, they chose to approximate the
boundaries of the above volumes using a parametrisation of their
corresponding optimal or µ-optimal spectra constraining them to
the elementary step functions with up to five transitions (m < 6).
This choice was motivated by the Schrödinger’s conjecture re-
garding the elementary functions on the 3-D human OCS. Analo-
gously to the 3-D OCS boundary conjectured to be descibed with
the optimal spectra with up to 3−1 = 2 transitions, they proposed

to approximate the boundary of the 6-D Γ and its cross-section M
with the elementary spectra with up to 6−1 = 5 transitions. Fol-
lowing the aforementioned authors, we will denote the above two
boundary approximations as ∂Γ(O5) and ∂M5 respectively.

The idea of describing µ-optimal spectra with elementary
step functions with up to five transtions is not new. Ohta and
Wyszecki held the (incorrect) view that the metamer mismatch
volume boundary spectra are precisely such spectra [9]. Logvi-
nenko et al. recognised that this is not the case and admitted that
a model imposing such a restriction can describe the boundary of
these objects only approximately. Nevertheless, they adopted this
model in their algorithm which we summarise below.

Calculating the boundary of the mismatch volume in
practice

The following algorithm for calculation of ∂M5(z0,Φ,Ψ)
was proposed in [5]. The algorithm begins by generating a large
number of optimal spectra in ∂Γ(O5) i.e m < 6 spectra. Then, for
each generated spectrum denoted as ropt = r5(λ1, ...,λ5) it per-
forms the following optimisation:

min
ropt
||Φ(ropt)− z0||. (4)

In the next section we will briefly describe our recently pub-
lished algorithm for calculation of the OCS boundary comprising
optimal spectra with any number of transitions. This will lay the
foundation of the main contribution of this paper that is an algo-
rithm for calculation of the boundary of the mismatch volume not
limited by the number of transitions of µ-optimal spectra.

Calculating the boundary of the OCS using
spherical sampling

In [10], we observed that the components of vector k in Eq. 3
have the geometrical meaning i.e. they constitute the normal vec-
tor parametrising the boundary of the object colour solid. Because
the OCS is convex, in the direction k, we can, in closed form, find
the unique system response which is maximum. As the OCS is
convex it follows that we can find all points on the OCS by max-
imising or minimising all directions. Formally, we propose the
parametric representation with respect to k of the boundary of the
object colour solid.

We project all colour system responses Φ(r) =
(φ1(r),φ2(r), ...,φN(r)) from Eq. 2 onto a unit vector k.
That is

k ·Φ(r) =
∫

λmax

λmin

r(λ ) k · s(λ )dλ

.
It is clear that the maximum value of k ·Φ(r) is obtained by

ropt = r(λ ;k) =

{
0, k · s(λ )< 0
1, k · s(λ )≥ 0

. (5)

The above observation leads to a very rapid algorithm for
calculation of the optimal specra on the boundary of the OCS.

We can generate a set of M normal vectors in RN and store
them in the rows of M×N matrix P [11]. We store colour system
spectra in N × q matrix S. The wavelength resolution is deter-
mined by q e.g. for 1nm resolution, λmin = 380 and λmax = 730,
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the colour system and reflectance spectra will have 351 compo-
nents i.e. q = 351.

We denote a matrix resulting from multiplication of P by S
as A = PS. Then, the signs of the elements of A determine the set
of optimal spectra in matrix R as:

Ri j =

{
0, Ai j < 0
1, Ai j ≥ 0

(6)

The algoirthm requires no search and hence it is very fast.
Calculation of the OCS is not a significant problem and there

were a number of algorithms proposed in the past. For example,
for the set of three sensors, one could generate a number of sensor
responses from the set of randomly generated elementary spectra
with two transitions [12, 13]. This said, our method allows for
describing the OCS with a small number of samples and it also
allows optimal spectra with any high number of transitions. Fur-
ther, it naturally leads to a related algorithm for calculation of the
boundary of the metamer mismatch volume which will be intro-
duced in the next section.

Calculating the boundary of the metamer
mismatch volume using spherical sampling

The algorithm presented in the previous section allows for
the calculation of either ∂Φ ∈ RN or the larger ∂Γ ∈ R2N . Ear-
lier we noted that the metamer mismatch volume M is a cross
section of Γ and it is convex. Then, analogously to the algorithm
presented in the previous section we can find ∂M (z0,Φ,Ψ) by
extremizing all spherically sampled directions k in R2N subject to
Φ(r) = z0 and further constraints on the values of the reflectance
function. Thus, we can write the above as the following optimisa-
tion:

max
r

∫
λmax

λmin

r(λ )k · s(λ ), (7)

subject to

Φ(r) = z0

0 < r(λ )< 1,

where s(λ ) are the 2N colour system spectra.
Next, we choose a wavelength sampling resolution and write

the above optimisation using vector notation as a linear pro-
grammng problem:

max
r

(Sk)T r, (8)

subject to

ST
Φr = z0

0 < ri < 1 for i = 1, ...,q,

where S is a q×2N matrix containing colour system spectra,
SΦ is a q×N matrix containing colour system spectra of Φ and
r is a q-vector containing a µ-optimal spectrum in ∂M (z0,Φ,Ψ)
that corresponds to the direction k.

Additional improvement can be achieved by using the or-
thornormal set of colour system spectra which has the pottential
of achieving a more uniform sampling of the boundaries of both
OCS and the metamer mismatch volume. Then, optimisation can
be written as:

max
r

(Uk)T r, (9)

subject to the same constraints as (8), where U is a q× 2N
matrix containing the set of orthonormal colour system spectra
which can be obtained from S using singular value decomposition
[14].

Experiments and Results
We performed a number of experiments testing the two vari-

ants of the proposed algorithm and comparing them with the al-
gorithm presented in [5]. In all experiments we used 1931 colour
matching functions. We built metamer mismatch volumes for the
change of illuminant for three illuminants: D65, A and F11 [15]
for all 6 pairs. We will show only the results of the two condi-
tions for the change of illuminant from D65 to A and F11 to D65,
which are representative of all the results.

In our first experiment, we wished to determine the apprio-
priate wavelength sampling for our algorithm. We tested wave-
length resolutions from 0.2nm to 10nm. The metamer mismatch
volumes were calculated for the flat grey reflectance (r0 = 0.5) for
the increasing number of samples generated using spherical sam-
pling as described in the earlier section. Here, we used the second
variant of our algorithm i.e. the orthonormal colour system spec-
tra. We also compared the volumes generated with this algorithm
with those obtained using [5]. The results of these experiments
are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1. Metamer mismatch volumes calculated for the flat grey re-

flectances with 50% reflectivity for the two sets of orthormal colour sytem

specra for the change of illuminant from D65 to A with spectral sampling

varying from 0.2nm to 10nm. (L) - method proposed by Logvinenko et al.

[5]. Results for sampling resolutions from 0.2nm to 1nm are almost the same

and hence are hidden under the 1nm plot.

In Fig. 1, we can see that the volumes obtained for wawe-
length sampling resolutions from 0.2nm to 1nm are almost identi-
cal. The 2nm and and 5nm are very close and the 10nm sampling
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overestimates the volume. These observations are confirmed in
Fig. 2, where again we can see that sampling resolutions from 0.2
to 1nm produce the same result. The errors for higher wavelength
resolutions become more visible as this result has been produced
for the change of illuminant from F11, which has a spectrum that
is less smooth than both D65 and A. Therefore, for all subsequent
experiments we chose the wavelength resolution of 1nm.

Figures 1 and 2 show that the volumes obtained for the prior
art method are much smaller (from approximately 25% to 70%),
particularly for a small number of samples and when the F11 illu-
minant is involved.

Figures 3 and 4 show the results of the second experiment
where we investigated two further aspects of our algoirhtm. First,
we look at the volumes produced by the two versions of the algo-
rithm i.e. with and without the orthonormal colour system spectra
and second, the size of the mismatch volumes along the achro-
matic line. It can be seen that the use of orthornal colour system
spectra indeed results in better distribution of the samples describ-
ing the mismatch volume. More specifically, in Fig. 4 we can
see that for the flat grey reflectance (50%), the version of the al-
goirthm utilisng the orthonormal spectra with 100 spherical sam-
ples produces the mismatch volume estimate that is matched only
by the original version of the algorithm with 500 samples.

As to the second aspect of the experiment, we can see that
as expected the metamer mismatch volumes are the largest in
the centre of the OCS. Further, we can also see that the prior
art method significantly underestimates the sizes of the mismatch
volumes in the centre of the OCS.

The Logvinenko et al. method [5] employs an ineffient sam-
pling strategy and consequently requires a very large number of
5-transition optimal spectra - preferably above 10000 samples -
in order to estimate the size of M5. On the other hand, the bet-
ter performing version of our algorithm usually requires as few
as 1000 samples to accurately estimate the volume of the larger
mismatch volume M .

In Figures 5 and 6, we can see the graphical comparison of
the mismatch volumes produced by our algorithm and the Logvi-
nenko et al. method. The mismatch volume approximation M5 is
indeed clearly contained within the theoretical limits of the mis-
match volume M produced by our algorithm.
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Figure 2. As in Fig. 1, but for the change of illuminant from F11 to D65.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the metamer mismatch volumes calculated for

the flat grey reflectance with 50% reflectance for the change of illuminant

from D65 to A using 1nm spectral sampling with the corresponding volume

calculated by the method proposed in[5]. Both methods use 10000 samples.
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Conclusions
Metamer mismatching is an important phenomenom in

colour science. In this paper we proposed a novel algorithm for
calculation of the theoretically maximum metamer mismatch vol-
ume. This, to our knowledge, is the first of its kind algorithm
capable of calculating a precise maximum extent of these vol-
umes. We have compared our work with the earlier prior art and
conclude that the 5-transition approximation leads to a signifi-
cantly smaller mismatch volume (sometimes above 50%!). Our
algorithm is computationally efficient due to a simple linear pro-
gramming formulation and a relatively small number of spherical
samples required to provide precise estimates of the volumes of
these objects.
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